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MyRobeco Client Portal
MyRobeco Client Portal is a secure online platform for professional investors
which provides all important information about your portfolio(s)
in one place.
The MyRobeco Client Portal is accessible for authenticated users and provides
information about performance, sustainability, holdings, characteristics,
transactions, cash flows and reports.
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Full insight into your portfolio:
anytime, anywhere
Markets are changing fast, so it is essential for investors to stay on top of developments. Having immediate access to
portfolios, anytime and from anywhere, is increasingly important. Robeco has therefore developed an online portal
offering our clients direct and fully secure access to their portfolios.
The MyRobeco Client Portal is a secure online platform for professional investors which provides all important
information about your portfolio(s) at your fingertips.
MyRobeco Client Portal provides information about performance, sustainability, holdings, characteristics, transactions
and reports. A dashboard page gives a quick overview of the portfolio over time and its performance, as well as
information about your Robeco account and client service team.

Dashboard

Holdings

The dashboard page shows the portfolio’s valuation per day and the
performance (compared to the benchmark) based on validated monthend data. You can individually set a preferred portfolio as your landing
page, so the most important information is displayed immediately after
logging in. Also presented on the dashboard page are the pictures, names
and contact details of relevant Robeco staff, such as your relationship
manager(s) and client service officer(s).

The holdings page provides multiple graphs showing the allocation
details of your portfolio. The Active weight graph allows you to visualize
the active position of the portfolio versus the benchmark (if applicable).

Performance
The performance page provides more detailed information about your
portfolio’s performance, gross of fees and excess return. The table view
presents the 1/3/6 months, YTD and 1/2/3/5/10/15 year figures. The
graphical view presents the indexed (start = 100) cumulative portfolio
performance plotted over time against the applicable benchmark,
including the highest and lowest values.

Sustainability
This section provides inside in the sustainability aspects of the portfolio.
The section is presented when applicable for the selected portfolio and
will show information (when applicable and relevant) on topics like
environmental footprint (e.g carbon), ESG ratings and for example the
impact on Sustainable Development Goals.

With the comparison graphs it’s possible to compare allocations and
active weights of two different dates.
We have different cross-sectional graphs for each portfolio, depending on
the type of portfolio. Examples: currency, region, ratings, country, sector
and industry group allocations.
The graphs are dynamic, allowing you to drill down and filter the data by
clicking on the bars. With a few mouse clicks, you can zoom in on details
such as ‘Asia, Korea, financials’ to review portfolio exposures. These
dynamic views are a great tool for portfolio review and analysis. The
underlying data can be downloaded from the portal – either the entire
dataset or as a filtered subset – in CSV or Excel format so you can review,
analyze or consolidate the portfolio’s details in an application of your
choice.
Historical portfolio data is available, so you can also review and analyze
your portfolio’s composition over time. All data is based on validated endof-day market values, and cash percentages contain real cash as well as
payables and receivables.
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Characteristics
For Fixed Income portfolios there is a Characteristics page. This page
contains a report consisting of the following portfolio characteristics:
1. Option adjusted modified duration
2. Maturity
3. Yield to worst
4. Rating
The characteristics are visualized in line graphs, together with the
benchmark. It’s possible to filter out a single date or to see the
Characteristics over a broader date range. For Equity portfolios this page is
under development.

It’s also possible to download portfolio transactions in CSV or Excel
format. The file includes all transactions such as buys, sells and dividends
and related details like ISIN, price, contract size and nominal value.

Reports
The reports page provides access to all account and portfolio-related
reports in one place. All documents are available for download, and you
can filter and search for the document of your choice. As the library grows
over time, the search bar and filter options areuseful features to quickly
find what you need.
You can configure a daily, weekly or monthly e-mail notification to notify
you about new documents published on the portal.

Transactions
The Transactions page offers a visual and interactive representation on
Transactions:
–	Interactive dashboards are available (selectable in the top right section
of the page): Transactions and Costs
–	The Transactions dashboard provides interactive insight into Top Buys
and Top Sells as well as Transaction value over time
–	The Costs dashboard provides insight into costs per broker
–	Each dashboard contain interactive filters that allow to zoom into
transactions and to create a personalized view

How it looks

With these features, it is no longer necessary to browse through many
e-mails in your mail archive to find the attached document you are
looking for. You can simply visit the MyRobeco Client Portal and open the
document you want from the report archive.
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“The Reports page
provides access to
all account and
portfolio related
reports in one place”

How it looks
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Secure access and full
user control
In order to start using an online tool such as MyRobeco Client Portal, security needs
to be at the highest level. We have applied the latest technology to make sure that
the portal and the information on it can only be accessed by the right people.

Security at the core of the system

Simply manage your user accounts

The MyRobeco Client Portal is only accessible for authenticated users,
and portfolio information is only accessible to those with the appropriate
authorizations. Portal access is secured with two factor authentication, so
you need a valid userID (e-mail address), a password and an authenticator
app on your smartphone. As an additional security measure, only e-mail
addresses from pre-approved domains (e.g. ’robeco.com’) can be used as
a userID. The domains appropriate for your portfolio(s) are established
during the portal onboarding process. Providing secure access to the
portal using your existing corporate credentials (single sign-on) is on the
portal development roadmap. More information on authentication and
other security aspects is available on request.

The portal offers a self service section for authorized users which enables
you to manage user accounts and portfolio access privileges yourself. This
allows the real-time addition of new users and the removal of old users.
It also ensures that as a client, you are always in full control of who has
access to your portfolio information. For this purpose, you have the
option to register a user as your “self-service portal administrator” (SSPA)
during the onboarding process. The SSPA is authorized to add, delete or
temporarily block users without the need to inform Robeco, or wait for
requests to be processed by Robeco. The SSPA can also manage individual
user access to a specific portfolio, which is particularly useful if you have
multiple portfolios.
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Data access through APIs
All data presented on the MyRobeco Client Portal is retrieved
through secure, internet-exposed Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs). If you have data consolidation requirements
and prefer to automate data imports in to your own systems,
Robeco can provide secure access to the underlying APIs. Due
to the confidential nature of the data, API access is restricted to
explicitly authorized applications. Both authentication and data
authorization are secured using the latest security standards and

Get access
Interested in the MyRobeco Client Portal? Contact your personal
account manager or your personal client service officer at
client.service@robeco.nl.
They can help you to get access to the portal and can answer your
questions.

technology. The open nature of the API standards used by Robeco
(REST/Json) facilitates the easy consumption and integration of
data.
If you are interested in the capabilities of the Robeco API layer, or if
you have a specific-use case in mind, you can contact Client Service
for more information.

CONTACT
Robeco
Weena 850
3014 DA Rotterdam
The Netherlands
T +31 10 224 1 224
I www.robeco.com

Important Information
Robeco Institutional Asset Management B.V. has a license as manager of Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS)
and Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs) (“Fund(s)”) from The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets in Amsterdam. This document is solely
intended for professional investors. Robeco Institutional Asset Management B.V and/or its related, affiliated and subsidiary companies, (“Robeco”), will
not be liable for any damages arising out of the use of this document. The content of this document is based upon sources of information believed to be
reliable and comes without warranties of any kind. Without further explanation this document cannot be considered complete. Any opinions, estimates
or forecasts may be changed at any time without prior warning. If in doubt, please seek independent advice. It is intended to provide the professional
investor with general information on Robeco’s specific capabilities, but has not been prepared by Robeco as investment research and does not constitute
an investment recommendation or advice to buy or sell certain securities or investment products and/or to adopt any investment strategy and/or legal,
accounting or tax advice. All rights relating to the information in this document are and will remain the property of Robeco. This material may not be
copied or used with the public. No part of this document may be reproduced, or published in any form or by any means without Robeco’s prior written
permission.

